2022 FILM PROGRAM
Through The Breaks - A float down the Upper Missouri River in eastern Montana reveals a spectacular,
remote, and unspoiled prairie landscape, whose preservation is the work of the American Prairie
Reserve. For boatbuilder Jason Cajune, the river trip carries on a family tradition; he grew up on drift
boats in Glacier National Park, operated by his parents. As a boatbuilder, Cajune says, “I’m really just
sort of a caretaker of an idea that came before,” a succinct definition of conservation itself.
It's Me, Landon - Eight-year-old Landon Moise shows us around his favorite forested spots in his home
community, Clearwater River Dene Nation. He explains why the environment is important.
The Waters that Heal Us - This film follows a group of veterans from Washington, D.C. on a fly fishing
trip to the Shenandoah Valley. Lead by the National Capital Chapter of Project Healing Waters, they
learn to fish for trout and enjoy the therapeutic aspects of comradery and nature.
Pedal Through - Director-lead Analise Cleopatra had never camped or ridden a bike off the pavement
when she decided to plan a week-long mountain biking adventure with an all black female team.
Together, they traverse the Oregon backcountry on an adventure full of exploration, curiosity,
waterfalls, old growth forest, sparkling starscapes, and deep healing. With raw authenticity, Analise
shares all the intimate foibles, fear, fun, and beauty of discovering her place in the outdoors as she leans
into uncertainty, accepts support, and trusts herself on this wild ride.
Common Ground - Conservation isn't always the common thread between the tribes, ranchers, and
government. This film shows how water can bring opposing interests towards finding a Common
Ground.

- INTERMISSION The Crown - Thru hiker, veteran, and Merrell Ambassador Will “Akuna” Robinson completes the Triple
Crown of Hiking: the Appalachian Trail, the Pacific Crest Trail, and the Continental Divide Trail. This film
shares Robinson’s thoughts on this incredible achievement that made him the first African American
male on record to complete the Triple Crown of Hiking. Robinson is known within the hiking community
for inspiring others to take their first step to get out on the trail and experience the power it brings.
Dani Burt - For the first few days after she awoke from her coma, Dani Burt didn't know her right leg,
from just above the knee down, was gone. When the doctors finally told her the full extent of her
injuries, Burt, an active, hungry-for-life person, wasn't sure if she could go on. But she found the courage
to continue through surfing, which led her on a path to becoming the first-ever women's World
Adaptive Surfing champion.
PATHFINDER - Life beyond fear - A tale about the human spirit, PATHFINDER - Life beyond fear, follows
six world-class slackliners on a highlining mission deep into the Norwegian mountains to attempt
something that has never been seen before: Walking a thin line, elevated in the vastness between two
colossal cliffs, illuminated only by the mystical northern lights.

The Return - Something astonishing is happening in Vancouver. Despite exponential growth causing the
salmon run to collapse for decades, concerned citizens refused to give up. Rewilding in a city this size is
almost completely unique. With a quiet, observing lens, The Return explores hidden enclaves of
wilderness where tiny smolts shimmer beneath the water's surface. Their future is now in our hands.
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